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Maximize your aircraft availability
with a predictable cost.
Our FlexForceSM Exchange program assures
rotary-wing aircraft operators maximum
aircraft availability while eliminating
financial risk. So wherever you go, you can
fly with confidence – knowing that the
industry’s most reliable support network is
there, when and where you need it.
Your S-76 C/D operates with Rockwell Collins
Pro Line II avionics. As an owner, you have
benefited from Pro Line II’s industry-leading
reliability. But all equipment will eventually
require maintenance during the life cycle of
the aircraft.

Managing and maintaining your avionics
equipment can be unpredictable and costly.
Failure of just one major component could
equate to more than 70 percent of the
cost of full coverage under the FlexForce
Exchange program.
This platform pricing program offers you
a complete solution at a simple, budgeted
cost that’s based on the hours you fly.
You’ll have rapid, global, 24-hour OEM
avionics parts support with the quality
and flexibility that only Rockwell Collins
can provide.

KEY BENEFITS
>> Platform-based, fixed hourly rate
>> Global, live, 24-hour OEM customer
support

KEY FEATURES
>> Immediate coverage
>> Only pay for the hours you fly
(minimum hours apply)
>> Program transferable with aircraft sale

PROGRAM INCENTIVES
>> High annual flight hours discount
>> Multiple aircraft/fleets
>> One- or three-year contract
>> Product upgrades
>> Warranty follow-on

rockwellcollins.com

PROGRAM INCLUDES

PRICING

>> Exchange, rental and repair

Pricing will be based on the complete aircraft parts list. Significant
annual savings are possible over the cost of individual exchanges.

>> Reliability upgrades
>> FMC/MDC battery replacement
>> No charge for unused exchange returns

Typical system components

>> Up to five no fault founds included

Model

Part number

Function

>> Global priority parts support

ADF-462

622-7382-XXX

ADF

FIELD SERVICE ENGINEERING

ANT-462A

622-7383-XXX

ADF Antenna

Rockwell Collins has maintenance facilities near many of the
locations used by our customers. These facilities have on-site
representatives who can provide specialized assistance to diagnose
specific problems, remove defective components and refit and
replace components into your aircraft. This service can be provided
as an add-on to your exchange agreement.

CTL-62

622-6522-XXX

ADF Control

ALI-55A

622-2938-XXX

Alt Indicator

ALT-55B

622-2855-XXX

Altimeter

ALT-1000

822-1939-XXX

Altimeter

IND-42A

622-6524-XXX

DME Indicator

DME-42

622-6263-XXX

DME

DISCOUNTS

CTL-92

622-6523-XXX

XPDR Control

TDR-90

622-1270-XXX

XPDR

TDR-94D

622-9210-XXX

ATC/MODE-S

ENROLLMENT

VHF22A

622-6152-XXX

COM

Simply provide us the following:
>> Contact information

CTL-22

622-6520-XXX

Com Control

VIR-32

622-6137-XXX

NAV

>> Aircraft type and serial number

CTL-32

622-6521-XXX

Nav Control

DME-4000

822-1466-XXX

DME

NAV-4000

822-1465-XXX

NAV

NAV-4500

822-1579-XXX

NAV

VHF-4000

822-1468-XXX

COM

Discounts are provided for enrolling multiple aircraft and for high
operating flight hours.

>> Forecast annual operating hours
You will receive a complete, fixed-price contract, ready
for signature.

Building trust every day.

Contact a FlexForce Exchange representative at:

Rockwell Collins delivers innovative aviation and
high-integrity solutions that transform commercial
and government customers’ futures worldwide.
Backed by a global network of service and support,
we are deeply committed to putting our solutions
to work for you, whenever and wherever you need
us. In this way, working together, we build trust.
Every day.

Rockwell Collins
400 Collins Road NE
Toll-free in U.S.: 800.713.7693
Outside U.S.: +1.319.295.4361
email: flexforce@rockwellcollins.com
www.rockwellcollins.com
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